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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let V be a three-dimensional vector space over a local field F with 
characteristic not 2 and q: V -+ F a nonsingular quadratic form on V. When q 
is isotropic it is well known that the commutator subgroup Q(V) of the ortho- 
gonal group O(V) of V is simple. We study here both the normal subgroups of 
the proper orthogonal group O+(V) and the subgroups of O+(V) normalized 
by Q(V) when q is anisotropic. 
Chains of normal subgroups in O+(V) have been constructed by Artin [l] 
and Dieudonne [3]. More recently, when F is nondyadic, the normal sub- 
groups of the commutator subgroup Q(V) have been completely determined 
by Pollak [7j and by Briicker [2]. We introduce here a new method for 
studying these subgroups that will also allow us to consider the dyadic fields. 
The presentation here is independent of [7], but it is convenient to use a result 
from [2], i.e., every nontrivial subgroup of O+(V) normalized by Q(V) 
contains a nontrivial congruence subgroup. Our methods do enable us to 
prove this from the weaker result [2, Satz 5.61 that every subgroup 
normalized by Q(V) is closed in the p-adic topology, but it seems un- 
necessary to include a proof here. 
Let n be the ring of integers in the local field F. Fix a maximal lattice M in 
V (see O’Meara [6; Sect. 91A, B]). Then O(V) is the same as the integral 
orthogonal group O(n/r, n). It is convenient to take M = L 1 oz with 
ord q(z) = -1 and L = DX + oy unimodular, B(x, y) = 1 and q(x) and 
q(y) units in o (B denotes the bilinear form associated with q where 
m, 4 = !dy + 4 - 4(r) - Q(4)* c on g ruence subgroups will be defined in 
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the integral group O(M, o) and used to study the normal subgroup structure. 
Our approach is a modification of the method already used [4] to study 
isotropic unimodular quadratic forms with dimension at least 5 and it 
utilizes the Clifford algebra of the form. One would now expect this method 
to yield results for other anisotropic forms. Four-dimensional local nondyadic 
results have been obtained by Johnson [5] by extending the methods in [7]. 
Riehm [8] has also studied a closely related problem. 
2. GENERATORS AND CONGRUENCE SUBGROUPS 
Let Cl( V, F) be the Clifford algebra of the quadratic space I/ obtained by 
factoring out in the tensor algebra of I’ the ideal generated by elements of 
the form r @ r - a(r) 1 with r E I’. Identify I’ with its isomorphic image 
in Cl( V, F) and use @ for the multiplication in the Clifford algebra. Then 
r@s+s@r=B(r,s)l. 
Let ~(a) = 1 + an(a) for (Y E F. If Y  EL, then 
(1 + r 0 4 0 (1 + x 0 t.) = T(Q(Y)) 
is nonzero and we let E(Y) denote the isometry in O(V) defined on w E I’ by 
E(Y) (w) = (1 + r @ a) @ w @ (1 + r 63 s)-’ 
= w + 7(4(r))-l (B(w, .z - q(z) r) r - B(w, r + a(r) z) xl. 
This definition is motivated by the utility of the corresponding Siegel trans- 
formation in the isotropic case where q(r) = 0. Since, for 01, /3 E F, 
it follows that 
Et@) Wr) = ma + PI T(-kw))Y T) 
provided @q(r) P(X) # 1. 
Denote by p the unique maximal ideal in o and fix a generator V. Let 8(p) 
be the subgroup of O(M, o) generated by the isometries E(r) with r E pL 
and, for an ideal a in o, let &(a) be the subgroup generated by isometries of 
the form BE(r) 8-l where r E aL and 6 E b(p). Write O(L) for the orthogonal 
group of L, viewed as a subgroup of O(M, 0). 
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THEOREM 2.1. O(M, o) is generated by O(L), b(p) and --I. In fact, ; f  
9) E O(M, o), then 
T-J = Its(r) 0 
where r E pL and 0 is an isometry in O(L). 
Proof. Write p)(z) = As + 6z where s EL is primitive (that is, s $ pL) and 
6 is a unit. Since q(o&)‘-) = Q(o&-) lies in o, it follows that 
2 ord h 3 2 ord 2 + ord Q(X). 
By Hensel’s lemma, there now exists an OL Ep such that 
Gq(s) h + 2or6 = A&?+-1 
and consequently E( -cus) p(z) = fx. Put 0 = fE(-ti) IJA Then 0 is in 
O(L), completing the proof. 
Since L is anisotropic, 1 + (rx @ y is a regular element of the Clifford 
algebra for all 01 in F. Denote by @(a) the isometry in 
O+(L) = (9’ E O(L) 1 det v = l} 
induced by an inner automorphism in the Clifford algebra with 1 + 01x @ y. 
Then for q&7(4 Q(Y) # 1, 
For an ideal a in o let 
O(aL) = (9 E O+(L) 1 v(w) = w mod a15 for all w EL}. 
In particular note that O(oL) = O+(L) # O(L). Let Y(w) be the symmetry 
in O(V) about w, or equivalently, the isometry induced by an inner auto- 
morphism of the Clifford algebra by the regular element w. 
THEOREM 2.2. (i) O+(L) is an abelian group generated by the isometries 
@(a) with cx in F. Moreover, for any symmetry Y(t) in O(L) 
@p(a) Y(t) = Y(t) @(a)-‘. 
(ii) If a is a proper ideal in o, then 
O(aL) = {@(cx) I OL E a}. 
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Proof. (i) It is well known that O+(L) is abelian, e.g., this follows from 
the easily verified relation 
for any Y, s, t in L (either r and s are dependent or span L). Let 9) E O+(L) 
and write q(x) = Xx + py where X, p E o. We may assume h # 0, for other- 
wise interchange x and y and use the fact that det v = 1. A calculation shows 
that the coefficient of y in @‘(a) v(x) is zero provided 
a2(1 + a(r) g-y + 201 = p(&(x))-l. 
The discriminant of this equation for 01 is 4he2; hence, there exists a solution 
in F. Now @p(u) q(x) = fx. S ince @(-2) = -1, we may assume that 
@(a) v(x) = x. Th us, @(a) v is either the identity map or the symmetry 
Y(x - 2q(x) y). The requirement that det CJJ = 1 removes the second pos- 
sibility. 
(ii) In the proof of (i), if ‘p E O(aL) then /\ = 1 mod a and p E a. 
The equation for a! now has a solution in a. For a&2p, necessarily 
@(a) q(x) = x. Hence cD(-2) is only required when 20 E a. This completes 
the proof of the theorem. 
If 0 E O(L) and r EL, then &??(I) 0-l = E(~(Y)). Now let 
M,=L~pz={w~M~p(w)~o} 
and define congruence subgroups for an ideal asp by 
O(aM) = (9’ E O+(V) 1 v(w) E w mod aM for all w E M,} 
and for a & p2 
O(aM,) = {p’ E O+(V) / QJ(W) E w mod p-%&f, for all w E M,}. 
Take O(pM,) = O+(L) b(p). Th ese congruence subgroups are normal 
subgroups of O(V) since M, is invariant under O(V). Also 
8(a) E O(aM) G O(aM,). 
THEOREM 2.3. If 9 E O(aM) (respectiwely q~ E O(aM,)), then q = E(w) 8 
for some 01 in a and 6’ in O(aL) (respectively O(p-laL)). Hence 
O(aM) = O(aL) c?(a) and O(aM,) = O(p-+tL) &(a). 
Proof. For v E O(aM), let v(z) = XY + 6z = z mod p-laM where r EL 
is primitive. Take s EL such that B(Y, s) = 1. Since q(s) E s mod aM, it 
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follows that X is in 2p-la. As in the proof of Theorem 2.1, there exists (Y E a 
such that E(-ar)p(z) = fz. S ince det q~ = 1, the negative sign is not 
possible and the result follows as in Theorem 2.1. For O(pM,), use Theorem 
2.1 directly and the spinor norm to remove the possibility that 6 = -Y(t) 
(see later). 
3. CONGRUENCE SUBGROUP STRUCTURE 
Our main object in this section is the study of the congruence subgroups 
with the aid of the Clifford algebra. The first lemma is central to this investiga- 
tion. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let # E O+(V) be the isometry induced by an inner automor- 
phism in the Cl@Yd algebra with the regular element 
where E is a unit in 0, a: and/I are in the proper ideal a and Y, s, t are in L. Then 
# is in the congruence subgroup O(aM). 
Proof. It is easily verified that 
N(R)=R@R’=~~rnoda 
where J is the canonical antiautomorphism of the Clifford algebra. Further- 
more, if w E M, , then 
$(w) = N(R)-l R @ w @ RJ = w mod aM 
and the lemma follows. 
LEMMA 3.2. For any ideal a & p, 
Moreover, 
O(p-la2M) 2 &(a). 
oww = I. 
Proof. For r and s in aL with FY # Fs, it is easily checked that there 
existsat=Xr+psinaLwithh=p=-lmodpsuchthat 
Y + s + t = q(z) Y @ s @ t. 
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Then r @ t + s @ t + q(t) = q(t) q(z) r @ s and 
(1 + r 0 4 0 (1 + s 0 4 0 (1 + t 0 4 = (1 + 4(t) Q(4) (1 - 44 y 0 4. 
Taking a = p, it follows from Theorem 2.2(ii) that O(pL) &C?(P). Hence, 
from Theorem 2.3, O(pM) = d(p). In general, we also have O(p-la2L) 2 &?(a) 
and the rest of the lemma follows immediately. 
Let Q(V) = [O+(V), 0+( I’)] be the commutator subgroup of O+(V). 
Since dim V = 3, it is easily seen that 
is also the spinorial kernel of O+(V). The spinor norm of v E O+(V) is 
denoted O(v). In particular, 
@(E(r)) = (1 + r @ z) 0 (1 + r 0 2)” = 1 + q(r) 4(4, 
viewed as an element in F*/F*2. Hence 
For an ideal a & p, denote by &&(a) the subgroup of e(a) of isometries 
with spinor norm 1. Of course, if a E 2p, then &‘&‘(a) = &‘(a). Now, with 
O(L)2 = {es 1 e E O(L)}, 
.n( V) = O(L)2 cf%?(p) 
since the right-hand group is in the spinorial kernel and, conversely, 
LEMMA 3.3. Let or0 = a & p. Then 
OW2 G L&4, ~&IPII &4w). 
Proof. Let h E o. By expanding 
(1 + W @z) @ (1 + ?rAy 0%) @ (1 - IX% @z) @ (1 - 7rAy @ z) 
and using Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, we find 
[E(a), E(dy)] = @(-mdq(x))2 mod b(pa) 
where e-l = 1 + &lap(y) q(s) mod a. The congruence can be strengthened 
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to mod J?&(pa) since both entries have spinor norm 1. By Hensel’s lemma, 
there exists y E p such that 
(1 + Y + r2!7(4 Q(Y)) (1 + ~‘2h2!7(Y) n(4) = 1 
so that @p(y) E(Ay) E&‘&‘(P). For nondyadic p this is already true with 
y = 0. Now, since O+(L) is abelian, 
[E(d, Q(Y) E(~~Y)I = W4, @WI @(--E~~cz(~)~ mod ~G.4 
and the lemma follows from Theorem 2.2(ii) once we establish for dyadic p 
that 
L%4? OWN G ~W* 
Let f? E O(pL) so that e(x) = 6x + /3y 3 x mod pL. Here a2 = 1 mod p2 
and, since 4(0(x)) = q(x), the congruence can be strengthened to 
e(x) = 8x mod p2L. 
Now [E(a), e] = E(ax) E(--olB(x)) and since 
(1 + awe 0 z) 0 (1 - olB(x) 0 2) = i + a(~ - e(x)) 0 z + dj(z) x 0 e(x), 
it follows from Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 that [E(ooc), 01 E b(pa). 
COROLLARY 3.4. For dyadic p, [&(a), O(pL)] 2 O(aL)2 88(pa). 
COROLLARY 3.5. For any ideal a E p, 
Proof. In fact, we shall only use [E(ar), E(Ts)] E O(aL)s &&(pa) for 01 E a. 
This follows as in Lemma 3.3. The stated corollaries also use Lemma 3.10 
to establish that 
[OW2, ~bll S ~Q$. 
LEMMA 3.6. For all a E p, 
O(aL)” E &&(a). 
In particular, if p is nondyadic, then 
O(aM) = f?(a) 
48Ii37/1-9 
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and, ;f p is dyadic and a E 2p, then 
O(2aM) & 8(a). 
Proof. The first inclusion follows immediately from Lemma 3.3. If p 
is nondyadic, then Ok = O(aL) by Theorem 2.2(ii) and Hensel’s lemma. 
Now O(aM) = &(a) by Theorem 2.3. If p is dyadic and a&2p, then 
O(oL)2 = O(2oL) by Hensel’s lemma and the final part of the lemma follows 
from Theorem 2.3. 
LEMMA 3.7. For a G p, O(aM,) = O(p-%L) &&‘(a). 
Proof. It suffices to consider p dyadic and 20 g a s p. By Theorem 2.3, 
for v in O(aM,), we have v = OE(ay) where 01 E a and 19 E O(p%L). Since 
@(E(M)) = 1 + a2p(r) q(z), by Hensel’s lemma there exists h E p-la2 such 
that @(A) E(M) has spinor norm 1. By Lemma 3.2, @(A) E(olr) is in &&(a) and 
the result follows since &P(X)-l is in O(p-laL). 
THEOREM 3.8. For agp, 
O(aM,)/&&(a) g O(p-1aL)/O(aL)2. 
Proof. By the previous lemma and a standard isomorphism it is enough 
to prove 
O(p-laL) n &&(a) = O(aL)2. 
The right-hand group is contained in the left by Lemma 3.6. Now assume, 
for 01 E n-la, that @(a) is in &(a) (when a = p, necessarily a E p, and @(a) 
is still a general element in the left-hand group). Then 
@(cx) = fi &E(Yi) IQ 
i=l 
where #i E 0+( I’) and ri E aL, 1 < i < n. Write #Jz) = Zi and #i(ri) = Si . 
Now &E(ri) $7’ is the isometry induced by an inner automorphism with 
1 + si @ zi in the Clifford algebra. It follows that 
(1 +~OY)-lO(l +~10~1)0~~~0(1 +SnO%a) 
lies in the center of both the Clifford algebra and the proper Clifford algebra. 
Hence, for some /I in F 
B(1 + cm Or) = (1 + Sl 0 a;) 0 ... 0 (1 + &I 0 %2>. 
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AppIying the canonical antiautomorphism gives 
Multiplying these two expressions together shows that /3 is a unit. Since 
B(si ,zJ = 0, subtracting yields 
~$3 1-2~ @x 
( 1 
=2’& @q+T 
i=l 
where T contains the remaining terms in si and xi . Since si E aM, and 
zi @ zi = q(q) E p-l, equating the coefficients of 1 on both sides (in a 
suitable basis of the algebra) gives c+3 E 2a when a E 2p, and #3 E p-W 
when 20 &asp. If a&2p, this gives @(a) E O(2aL) and, since 
O(aL)” = O(2aL) in this case, completes the proof. Finally, for 20 2 a G p, 
we have 01 E p-ra2. Since @(@(a)) = I + a: + &I(X) p(y) is a square for 
@P(a) in &‘&(a), it follows that c1 E a2 and from the multiplication of the Q’s 
there now exists y E a such that @(Y)~ = @(a). This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 3.9. For a & 2p2, O(aM,)/88(a) s 012~. 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 2.2(ii) and the composition 
Q(m) @(/3) = @(a + /3) mod O(2aL) 
for 01, /I E p-la, provided a E 2~2. 
In a similar manner, for 20 G a & p, it can be shown that 
&(a) = O(p-WL) &&(a) 
and consequently 
&(a)/&&(a) E O(p-1a2L)/O(aL)2. 
LEMMA 3.10. For a E p, [O(p-W.), g(p)] G &‘&(a). 
Proof. This is clear if a = p. Assume, therefore, a g pa. Let B E O(p-laL) 
and E(?rr) E b(p). Then e(r) = rr mod p-W with E E 1 mod p-la. Since 
q(e(r)) = q(r), this can be strengthened to 0(r) = ET mod CL where 
pc = 2a + p-la2. Now [e, E(m)] = E(T&(Y)) E(--W) and, since 
(1 + ne(Y) @z) 0 (1 - 7rr @z) 
= 1 + l Pp(r) q(z) + n(c - 1) r @ z mod pc Cl(M, o), 
it follows from Lemma 3.1 that [e, E(m)] E &(a) O(pcM) = &‘(a), establishing 
the lemma. 
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THEOREM 3.11. Let A’” be a subgroup of O+(V) such that 
d%(a) G “4.2 O(aM*) 
for some ideal a G p. Then .K is a normal subgroup. 
Proof. First, by Lemma 3.10 
Secondly, by Lemma 3.7 we can express q~ EM as ‘p = 0~ where 
u E O(p-laL) and T E &&?(a). Then u = ‘pa-l EM and 
Thus JV is a normal subgroup. 
4. SUBGROUPS NORMALIZED BY Q(V) 
We come now to the main result, a converse to Theorem 3.11. When F is 
nondyadic, this has already been essentially provided in the work of Brocker 
[2] and Pollak [7]. We shall, therefore, only consider dyadic fields, although 
the following approach can be modified to handle the nondyadic situation. 
MAIN THEOREM. Let V be a three-dimensional anisotropic quadratic space 
over the dyadic field F. Then a subgroup Jtr of O+(V) is normalized by 52(V) 
if and only if either 
(i) O&j4 g&(p) E J, 
OY 
(ii) &&(a) & Jtr g O(aM,) for some ideal a & p, 
except when 2 is an unramijed prime and card 0120 = 2, where there are a 
finite number of exceptional subgroups. 
The main step in proving the theorem is the following result. 
LEMMA. Let JY be a subgroup of 0+( V)twrmalized by@ V) andE(orr)# E Jy^  
where r EL is primitive, cxo = a &p and #E O+(L). Then, except when 
a = p = 20 and card 0120 = 2, 8&(a) LA’“. 
The lemma is complicated by the presence of the exceptional case. For N a 
subgroup normalized by sZ( V) and b a proper ideal of o, define S(b, A’J to be 
the set of s E bL such that there exists j3 = /3(s) E p with @(/I) E(s) EN n g&(b). 
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Our first aim is to prove, under the hypothesis of the lemma, that 
,!?(a, N) = aL. The sets S(b, N) have the following properties. 
(a) If JV is nontrivial, there exists an ideal c # (0) such that 
CL & S(b, A’). Moreover, for s E CL, we may choose /I(s) = 0. 
Proof. By [2], JV contains a nontrivial congruence subgroup. 
(b) B(S(b, .A’)) = S(b, Jr/-) for all 0 E O(L)2. 
Proof. Conjugate @(/3) E(s) EN n g&‘(b) by 0 E Q(V). 
(c) If u E S(b,A”) and w E S(bc, N), then there exists w E S(b, -4’) 
such that w = u - v mod b2cL. 
Proof. By definition, there exists h E b and p E be such that 
@(A) E(U) E A- n &8(b) and O(u) E(o) E A’- n &‘&‘(bc). 
Hence @(A) E(u) E(--v) 0(p)-’ is in Jf’ n g&‘(b). By Theorem 2.3, there 
exists w E bL such that E(u) E( -v) E( - w is in O+(L). From the expansion of ) 
(1 + u @x) @ (1 - V @Z) @ (1 - w Ox), 
since L is anisotropic, we have 
u - ‘ZJ - w = q(2) u @ v @ w. 
Since u, w E bL and v E bcL, it follows that w = u - v mod b2cL. Finally, 
p E bc so that D(p) (w) = w mod b2cL, proving the result. 
(d) If pbL & S(b, JV) and /3r E S(b, .A’) where Y  EL is primitive and 
/30 = 6, then bL = S(b,J”). 
Proof. Take s EL such that B(Y, s) = 1 and put 0 = (Y(t) Y(Y))” where 
t=Xr+sELandhEo.ThenB(t,r)=lmodpand 
e(y) = -ww (y)) (y) 
= --r + qqq (y), y) q(y)-l Y(t) (y) 
= Y  + (Q(Y) q(t))-l (Y - q(t)-l t) mod pL. 
From (b) and (c) it follows that &(Y) q(t))-’ (Y - q(t)-l t) is in S(b, A’). 
Since q(t + q(y)-1 Y) = q(t) mod p, we have in fact from (c) that /3(4(r) q(t))-2 Y  
is in S(b, N). As h varies over o modulo p, q(t)-2 takes on 4 card o/p distinct 
nonzero values. By (c), the possible coefficients of /3~ form an additive sub- 
group of o modulo p and hence all values are taken. Therefore, br 2 S(b, N) 
and, similarly, bs & S(b, A”). Hence bL 2 S(b, N). The converse inclusion 
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is trivial. (Incidentally, it is this step that fails in the nondyadic case when 
card o/p = 3, see also [A). 
Proof of the Lemma. We are given E(U) 4 E JV where # E O+(L), 
ore = a & p and r EL is primitive. From the proof of(d) above, it is clear there 
exists 0 E O(L)z such that 6(r) - r is primitive. Then E(&(r)) $ EM and, 
consequently, E(m) E(-d(r)) is in J n &‘&(a). As in (c), we now have 
@p(p) E(d) in M n &‘&(a) with t primitive and /3 E a. In fact, D(B) lies in 
&(a) n O(aL) and hence /3 E pa, except when a = p (see proof of Theorem 
3.8). 
Next, to prove S(a, JV) = aL, from (a), (d), and induction, it suffices to 
show that there exists a primitive s EL such that E(TKS) #i is in J’” for some 
#i in O+(L). It is here that the exceptional case arises. With /3 and t as in 
the previous paragraph and h a unit, there exists by Hensel’s lemma 
p = q(d) Q(X) mod p2 such that @(CL) E(dt) is in &g(p). First assume 
/3 E pa. This is assured if a & p2. Then [6(p), a(F)] g &&(p”a) and 
[Q(p) E(d), @@I) E(d)] = E(a@(p) (t)) E(--at) mod O(p2aM). 
This constructs the required rrti since PO = p and 
@@w (0- olt = apt mod p2aL. 
Now assume p = a = 010 = j30 and card o/p # 2. Choose the unit A such 
that 
In this case 
[@(p) E(d), @(/I) E(d)] E E((ap - d/3) t) mod O(p3M) 
and we have the required ~01s by the choice of h. This leaves only the case 
where 2 is ramified. Now 
is in Jlr n &6(p) and this enables us to obtain nors since /l + 2 + 0 mod p2. 
By ascending from 66”(c) &JV (with c # (0}, from [2]), it now suffices to 
prove the lemma under the additional hypothesis that &&‘@a) LX. Also, 
we have now shown S(a,J’J = aL. Hence, for each s E aL there exists 
y  = y(s) in a such that a(y) E( ) s is in Jcr n &&(a). By Lemma 3.10, 
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[a(y), 6’&(p)] L &&(~a) E..M and hence from Lemma 3.3 we have O(d)” EN. 
Finally, let @(PI) E(s) be also in 88(a). Then 
Q(p) @(y(s))-l E &?&(a) n O(aL) = Ok &JV. 
Hence &&(a) G&“. This proves the lemma. 
Proof of Main Theorem. We observe first that 
and hence all subgroups satisfying (i) are normalized by Q( I’). The subgroups 
satisfying (ii) are already known to be normal. For the converse, let Jlr be 
normalized by Q(V) and the ideal a & p be maximal such that &J?(a) EM. 
Let q~ EJV and write y  = fE(ar) 0 where Y is primitive, (Y E p and 0 E O(L). 
First assume there exists q~ E JV with q~ = ---E(M) Y(s). In this case we 
show O(L)4 &6’(p) & JV. Choose 8 E O(L)a such that e(r) + r mod pL. Then 
p, ---E(M) YIP = ecqd3-yr)) EC-~) 
is in ~9’” and by the lemma, OL E a. Let E(M) = UQ- where u E O+(L) and 
T E &&(a) E .A’-. Hence --a!P(s) = -Y(t), say, is in JV, where t EL is primi- 
tive. Then 
O(L)4 = [O(L)Z, -Y(t)] &A-. 
Now take z, EL primitive and orthogonal to t. For I/ E O(L) with B(#(o), t) 
a unit, by considering [--Y(t), E(r$(a)) E(m)] EJV, it is easy to see that 
8Lqp) E dv. 
We may now assume any v  E A’- is of the form 9) = E((oLT) 0 with det 0 = 1. 
By the lemma, (Y E a. Since E(ar) is in O(aM,) we have ‘p = UT where 
UE O(cL) nM and T ~&‘&(a). Assume c is minimal, so that u$O(p-rcL). 
Since O(aM,) = O(p-laL) &&(a), t o complete the proof it suffices to show 
c & p-la, or that &&(pc) GM. We may assume a E p2. If  c & p, by definition, 
there now exists a primitive t in L such that u(t) = rt mod pcL and 
(E - 1) o = c. Take (Ir E O(pL) such that $E(vt) is in &8(p). Then 
[a, $m(d)] = &!pru(t)) E( -7rt) $h-1 
is in .M. This isometry can be expressed as xE(s) where x E O+(L) and 
s 3 ~(a(t) - t) = r(e - 1) t mod p2cL. 
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Thus, from the lemma, &&(T(T(E - 1) o) = 8Qpc) GM. If c = o, the above 
argument can be modified easily. This completes the proof of the main 
theorem, since any exceptional groups in the 2-adic case at least contain 
6780). 
Remarks. The exceptional behavior when card o/20 = 2 does not occur 
if we make the stronger hypothesis that N is a normal subgroup of O+(V). 
For, it is easily seen now, if q~ = E(2r) 8 EM with I primitive and 8 E O(L), 
then [v, O+(L)] contains isometries of the form E(4s) 9 with s primitive and 
4 E O+(L). This closes the only gap needed to prove a modified theorem for 
normal subgroups. 
We can now characterize the subgroups &‘&(a) as mixed commutator 
subgroups. Thus, for Q & p, 
8cqa) = [O(aM*>, J-wq. 
For, on the one hand, by Lemma 3.10, 
The reverse inclusion can be obtained with the help of the lemma, which is 
now without exceptions since [O(aM,), Q(V)] is a normal subgroup. 
The Exceptional Case. Let F be the field of 2-adic numbers with residue 
class having only two elements. We conclude by constructing two distinct 
normal subgroups of sZ( V) that do not satisfy (i) or (ii) in the main theorem. 
For simplicity, take 
Let 
4(x) = Q(Y) = 2qw = 1. 
and 
% = {I, --I&(-W, -I&Xx - Y)), --IGWyN 
where ----I, = @(-2) = -Y(z) is the negative identity map in O+(L). 
Since 
(1 - 2x @z) @(I - 2y @a) = (1 - 2x By) @ (1 + 2(y - X) 0 z) 
we have 
(--I,E(2x)) (--I,E(-2~)) = E(-2x) E(-2y) = --I,E(2(y - x)) 
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and it is now easily seen that X1 is the Klein group. Moreover, X2 is the 
conjugate of X1 under -IL . 
Take gd = (0(8&Z), Xi), i = 1,2, the group generated by O(8M) and 
Xi . Then gi & Q(V), since every element of Bi has spinor norm 1. 9, and 
9, are distinct conjugate subgroups of O+(V). We shall now show they are 
normal subgroups of Q(V); it is clear that 6(40) is not contained in either 
Yl or SB , so that they provide counterexamples to (i) and (ii) in the theorem. 
First, we show [Z# , O(L)7 2 gi , i = 1,2. The six elements fx, fy,  
-J-(X - y) are a complete set of solutions in L modulo 4L to the congruence 
q(y) = 1 mod 8. If  q(r) = q(s) E 1 mod 8, then q(r) = I where 
E E 1 mod 4. There is now a unique isometry in O+(L) such that O(Y) = ES. 
Since, from the spinor norm, ---I, is not in O(L)2 and -IL carries 
{x, y  - X, -y} into {-X, x - y, y}, these two sets are preserved modulo 4L 
under the transitive action of O(L)2. It follows that [si, O(L)2] & gi and 
hence [gi, O(L)2] E 9Ji . 
It remains to show [Xi, &Y(p)] & O(8M). It is here that we need the 
residue class field to have only two elements. If  Y, s EL are primitive, with 
the help of the Clifford algebra, we find 
[E(2r), E(2s)] = E(4B(r, s) (Y + s)) mod O(81M). 
Note that if B(Y, s) E 20, then Y  = s mod 2L. Also, 
[E(~Y), E(2s)] E 0(40)~ cc%Y(80) & O(8M) 
and, again from the Clifford algebra, 
E(4r) E(4s) = E(~(Y + s)) mod O(8M). 
With these identities, a short calculation shows 
[--ILE(2r), a(p) E(2s)] = I modiO(8M) 
for all @(CL) E(B) in 86720). Hence, as required, 
[Si , ci%f(20)] g O(8M) 
and the subgroups 9i are normalized by Q(V) = O(L)2 &d?(20). 
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